LMS PE
Gr. 4-5
Focus Skills: LMS
Equipment: Foam balls, cones, popsicle sticks, scarves
Grades
4
4/5
5

Activities/Skills/Games
INTRO & EXPECTATIONS
- Be respectful
- Be safe
- Have Fun!

Modifications

WARM UP
Germ Tag:
Choose 3-5 players to hold the balls (“germs”).
On the leader’s signal, the germs attempt to tag
other players. The newly tagged player then
quickly takes the ball and tries to tag another
player. No touchbacks are allowed. Players do
not want to hold onto the germ and are not
allowed to throw the ball at other players.

1 up: Create a smaller
play area so kids get
tagged more frequently
1 down: Add more
balls/taggers

SKILL DEVELOPMENT & PRACTICE
Demonstrate basic running:
 Arms bent at 90 degrees
 Arms swing on the side of their bodies –
 Head up
Difference between jogging and sprinting:
 Jogging is medium speed
 Sprinting/Running is as fast as possible
 Jogging good for longer distances
 Sprinting/Running good for short
distances quickly
Rock-Paper-Scissors Corners
Place four markers in a large square,
instructing the participants that they must run
on the outside of the square (no cheating!). Get
all the participants to gather at one corner and
on Go, they must find a classmate to have a
rock-paper-scissors (r-p-s) match with.
Whoever wins the match runs to the next pylon,
where they repeat the process. You can’t run to

1 up: Anytime you lose a
game of rock-paperscissors you have to
begin at the first cone
1 down: Have a
leader/teacher roam
between cones granting
children stuck a free pass
to the last cone

the next pylon until you win a match of r-p-s.
Meanwhile, the leader stands at the starting
cone, handing out a popsicle stick (or material
of their choice) every time a participant passes
“Go”. The goal is to get as many sticks as
possible encouraging participants to run as
quickly as possible. Rotate through different
movements to get to the different cones (Crab
walk, bear walk, gallop, skip, walk backwards,
side-shuffle, etc.)
Ask what dodging means
- How to dodge, what sports/games use it?
Demonstrate dodging and cutting
 Head up, look where you are going.
 Bend knees and get low when you change
direction.
 Push off your left foot to dodge right.
 Push off your right foot to dodge left.
 Change direction in one step.
Canadian Tail Dogs:
Canadian Tail Dogs Kids try to run from one end
line to the other without getting their “tail” (flag
tucked into shorts) pulled out by the 2
“Canadians” in the centre. (Very similar to British
Bulldog but with flags).

MINDFULLNESS/ REFLECTION

Calm Bodies:
Have all participants find a quiet space on the
gym floor, be sure to have your own space
(away from walls and other participants).
Once your body is calm one of the leaders
may tap you on the foot, when you feel this
you may quietly line up at the door.

1 up: Make the playing
area much larger to make
it harder for taggers
1 down: Make the playing
area smaller to make
easier for taggers

